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Reviewer's report:

The manuscript presents a comparison study of different methods for segmentation of skeletal muscle images.

Overall, the paper is well-structured and readable, the results are sound.

Major Compulsory Revisions:

Major comments:

- weak fibre boundaries: to my opinion the shown results are mainly working well for strong fibre boundaries and all tested methods will not work well for weak fibre boundaries. is there any idea for future work to improve the quality for that case?

- whole image segmentation: as i understand your process is semi-automatic, perhaps you should briefly summarize which steps have to be done manually and which parameters have to be tuned (manually) for segmenting a new data set as a whole.

- in figure 2 you show the flow-diagram of your segmentation procedure. It would be nice to show in figure 3 the images after each of these steps and mark the steps also in figure 2 with numbers. especially the raw data would be interesting. To me it is not clear how difficult the segmentation is in fact, because in figure 3 A the images look already quite "nice".

- clearly, coherence-enhancing diffusion filtering is used in many imaging applications, perhaps some more references could be added since it is central in your manuscript

- it should be stated around table 1, which parameters one has to set in the other steps of your segmentation process, such that the results become more reproducible

Minor comments:

- in the background section some points are mentioned twice, so i think it can be shortened by some extent

- figure 6 is not displayed correctly in my pdf

- reference 1, 3, 23: ???
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